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Q&A from Garden A to Z webinar, Setting Boundaries, July 11,2020 
Attendee questions that we were not able to fit into the recorded webinar: 
 
 
Ann: What do I need to know about building a short wall on the front side of my home? 

Sort of a welcome patio room... I want neighbors to feel comfortable to approach 
the space and be able to sit down on the wall when we see them walking by. 

Janet and Steven: Check your city or township office, probably the building department, 
to learn if there are restrictions. What we are used to seeing is that if the wall does 
not attach to the house it is a garden wall and can exist outside the building setback 
– i.e. can be legal even when closer to the street than a building is allowed to be. 
There may be height restrictions on front yard fencing. The low surrounds we have 
had built for gardens have been well under any fencing limits – 3’ high or less - to 
outline a room rather than provide privacy. Design the wall to have a comfortable 
perch if you intend it to be sat upon, and maintain clear space up to the wall so 
people do not feel they are trampling a garden to reach the wall. 

 
Lorraine: My neighbor has pruned his hemlock hedge back to bare branches, and it is 

now a see-thru hedge. Any advice to remedying this? 
Janet and Steven: Take a very close look at the bare branches. Are there bits of green 

needled twigs left on them, even tiny sprouts? Because if there are, the hedge can 
regenerate. As with the arborvitae hedge we showed during Setting Boundaries, a 
hemlock hedge that’s otherwise healthy can come back from a hard cut given a few 
years and a gardener who cut just to needled twigs. 

If there is absolutely no green within the framework the neighbor left, then the hedge 
will die out. If it’s only cut on one side, branches from the un-cut side can extend 
themselves and eventually add green to the far side. 

Something we have seen done when an evergreen hedge gets thin and is of a type that 
can’t regenerate  plant an evergreen vine such as wintercreeper (Euonymus 
fortunei) and let it use the hedge skeleton as a trellis. Be sure to keep the vine 
clipped so it does not cover and shade out still-live parts of the original hedge. 

 
Gretchen: Not related to rooms but it  looks like my Japanese pachysandra in one area 

has brown spots that looks to me like “volutella” (sp.)  Is it around now? 
Janet and Steven: Pachysandra leaf blight is always around and most prevalent on 

stressed plants, such as pachysandra beds suddenly in full sun when a tree has 
been removed. We have not seen anything more effective than to mow the entire 
planting, collecting and disposing of all the debris to a hot-compost site, then 
allowing the plants to grow back, applying a fungicide as the new growth emerges. 
That doesn’t correct the underlying stress issue, however. We can’t quickly correct 
the sunlight problems but can moderate its impact by topdressing with compost 
and slow release fertilizer to beef up the plants’ overall vigor. (Often, groundcover 
beds are neglected when it comes to fertilization.) Be careful with water while cut-
back pachysandra is growing back. Do not make a habit of watering late in the day 
because foliage may not dry until morning and long periods of wet leaf surface lead 
to re-infection. 

Something nice about this blight? It infects only pachysandra. 
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Good photos and summary at https://extension.umd.edu/hgic/topics/volutella-
dieback-pachysandra-groundcover 

 
Carol: Do you 

have an article 
that shows how 
to set the stones 
like you did in 
your culvert and 
planted them as 
you built it? My 
guess is that 
you begin at the 
bottom?  
Recom-
mendations for 
the plants? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Janet and Steven: 

Hmm. We have written about stonework but looks like that was for a magazine and 
did not go up on our website. Thanks for alerting us; we’ll put it on the post-it list. 

Meanwhile, here’s part that should help you – we’ll post photos on the website but for 
now we think this diagram plus the text below tells the tale. 

We dig to create the shelf our stone wall will rest on, throwing the soil uphill for later 
use as backfill. #1 in part A, diagram on page 1. 

The shelf we cut as the seat for our rock is not level but slopes just a bit into the grade. 
(Item #2 on the diagram.) This is because a dry stone wall leans back into its hill 
for stability, "battering" back an inch for every foot in height. Our two foot wall will 
lean back at least 2 inches. (#4 in part C.) We check the first and every rock we set 
for stability -- it must sit without wobbling. A step test tells the tale!... 

Now we build up on the base rocks. Pull soil downhill into any space left behind rocks. 
(#3.) 

There is no better time to plant a rock wall than as you build it. Rinse the soil from the 
roots of potted plants, or use bare root divisions. 

Spread the roots over a rock in a likely place, and simply set the next rock right onto the 
roots.  (Rock #4 in B and C.) No soil is necessary. 
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Almost any plant can grow in a rock wall but we use those that tend to bush a bit or 
drape, not grow up. Creeping phlox, thyme, the little Campanulas, small perennial 
geraniums, sedums of all kinds except tall, pulmonarias, foamflower, the little 
yarrow called king Edward (Achillea tomentosa)… the list can go on and on and 
change with sunlight and other site conditions. 

 
Shelley: I am curious if there’s an article on espalier for hydrangea — I could only find 

the forsythia in a quick search. 
Janet and Steven: We have not written about espaliered hydrangea on our website. We 

see quite a few suggestions for espaliering climbing hydrangea from a google 
search of “espalier hydrangea.”  

We have admired several espaliered climbing hydrangeas and so could post some 
images but in two of these admirable cases the original gardener have passed away 
so we cannot interview the one who actually did the training, to supply the how-to 
words that should go with the pictures. 

We can say this about climbing hydrangeas on walls, if this is the hydrangea you are 
working with. That is, the branch forms its holdfasts in the second half of the 
branch’s first summer. During mid-summer if the new branch rests against a 
surface and feels the abrasion that comes when wind and other weather moves the 
branch against the surface, the holdfasts form. So train any branches you want to 
“stick” during early summer, but do not clamp them too tightly to a surface.  

Likewise, when pruning to limit the vine, do it before mid-summer so you can remove 
the excess without pulling off paint with already-formed holdfasts. 

For espaliering shrub hydrangeas such as panicle hydrangea (H. paniculata varieties 
such as Limelight’) or oakleaf hydrangea (H. quercifolia), train new wood while it 
is very young and pliable. Once it is woody, no longer green, it is apt to crack when 
bent.  

 
From Carol : Hosta crown rot. I treated last year and thought it was resolved until the 

hot weather arrived. It is dying quickly now. Is the only option digging out and 
throwing away? 

Janet and Steven: Afraid removal is in the cards. If the leaves suddenly wilt, brown and 
die on a hosta in mid-summer, tug on them and see if they are rotted right where 
they join the crown. If they are, take a look at that bud. If it is dry or deformed, 
chances are pretty good you are looking at southern blight.  

It is a fungal disease (Sclerotium rolfsii) that can affect hundreds of plant species and it 
can reside in the soil. So remove any suspect hosta and destroy it. 

https://www.apsnet.org/edcenter/disandpath/fungalbasidio/pdlessons/Pages/Souther
nBlight.aspx 

 
Nancy Giordano : How would you keep weeds and critters from growing/living under 

the low decking? 
Janet and Steven: (and on recording): Exclude the critters. Hardware cloth – wire mesh 

with ¼” openings or rabbit hutch wire; not chicken wire – stapled to the deck edge 
and run down, into and outward in the soil. Take the hardware cloth and bend the 
bottom 6 or 8” outward. Bury that “L” a few inches in the ground so anything 
trying to dig under the barrier to get in, digs into wire and is turned away. 
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Another topic we need to illustrate and get onto GardenAtoZ.org. Thanks, Nancy. We 
have photos from a bed we created with such a fence so we must’ve meant to cover 
this topic… 

As for weeds, weeds need light. The very low decks we have been discussing in Setting 
Boundaries  really do not let much light in, but taller decks do. If the seeds and 
running roots under a deck are getting enough light to sprout and grow then you 
need to hoe or pull under there once a year, or use a herbicide. Do not use black 
plastic or other non-organic mulches there because soil will accumulate on top of 
them and weeds will eventually grow there.  

Special case: One of our clients has trumpet vine growing above the deck and so has its 
root suckers coming up through the deck here and there. Nothing to do but break 
them off as they emerge, since the sun that falls on the upper part of the plant is 
what’s driving the suckers’ growth. Also, applying herbicide to the suckers could 
damage the desirable upper portion of the vine. As anyone knows who has tried to 
get rid of a trumpet vine, herbicide alone won’t kill it but it can hurt it. 

 
Gretchen Denton : My husband and I have had a great time getting flat stones for an 

informal patio. We have gone to stone places and looked through the rejects or 
scraps and have had them weighed so we have a wonderful assortment of stones to 
make an informal floor by laying them randomly. It’s one of a kind and it goes with 
the natural boulders and rocks we have. It’s been great fun through the years but 
our days of moving stones is nearly over. 

Sonja Nikkila : I feel like everyone who has a rock wall or patio or rock garden has (or 
SHOULD have!) some really great stories about the rocks you found! My husband 
and I once canoed a really great, really HUGE rock from near a friend’s cottage 
because we just had to have it. Canoe stayed afloat, I am pleased to report. 

Janet and Steven: We are simply going to have to master presenting our information 
AND watching the chat because exchanges like this are fascinating – but we miss 
being in on them! 

 
Bobbi: What is best to stabilize a trellis in the ground. Mine is in the septic field area. 
Janet and Steven: Depends in part on the weight the trellis is holding. A trellis strapped 

to metal posts sunk 24” will hold honeysuckle or clematis but not a big wisteria or 
fleece vine. Bigger vines we support with regulation fence posts put into the ground 
36-42”. Over a septic field I’d be loathe to sink a 42” post hole – just my luck it 
would hit a tile in the drain field. So we’d probably put several 36” deep supports. 

 
Bob Shapiro : When is a good time to prune honeysuckle? Is it ok to prune boxwood 

now in Mass? I have just allowed mine to grow for several years only removing 
dead wood and not shaping it. 

Janet and Steven: We prune the vining honeysuckles in early spring. Usually we prune 
at least part of the plant hard – encouraging new wood from the base. Shrubby 
honeysuckles we prune as lilacs – taking out old wood whenever we have the time,, 
,and saving any routine pruning for post-bloom through till mid-July.  

We have pruned boxwoods almost every month of the year. The BEST time, we think, is 
early April or in late August because then we can prune them for the year – or two! 
-and be done. Pruned while actively growing in spring, they tend to return at least 
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some wild growth that will need touch-up pruning. Pruned in winter they can be 
damaged if any hard cuts are involved. If it gets very cold quickly following the 
pruning, that’s when dieback happens. If we can prune at the beginning of a multi-
day winter thaw, that’s okay but weather is so unreliable… 

========================== 
 
Kathleen Devericks : What tool do you use to cut the Japanese holly‚ or do you hand 

prune? 
Janet and Steven: We most often use hand pruners, a branch at a time, cutting back and 

also thinning at the same time. But if there is a lot of hedge – a client’s 50’ boxwood 
hedge comes to mind – we use manual or battery hedge shears to shear first, then 
go over the hedge with hand pruners to thin it. The part we hate most if cleaning up 
the sheared clippings. When we clip with hand pruners, every branch is in our 
hand and can be tossed onto a tarp for disposal - we do not have to go back and fish 
out clippings that have fallen within the hedge. Although doing it all with hand 
pruners sounds like a lot, keep in mind that we often prune bi-annually. Every two 
years. Clean up is easy and the long interval makes the hand work bearable. 

 
Barbara : Is there some tool that helps you keep an even  taper on a hedge when 

pruning? 
Janet and Steven: Serious pruners use a form – it might be a wooden cut-out or a bent 

wire form that fits over the hedge. Cut the end of the hedge so the form fits, slide 
the form over the hedge, cut the next section enough so the form can slide along, 
and so all parts of the hedge are cut the same. 

 
Janet Schenk : Is there a way to edge at fence line, or do you need to always weed by 

hand? 
Nancy Giordano : While planting along the fence, would putting the carpet/9" plastic 

edging trenched in first work? 
Janet and Steven: Either weed along a fence line or establish a no-plant zone 12” wide or 

wider between the fence and any plantings. Some people maintain a no-plants zone 
by spraying that are with herbicide. Others use one of the smaller tillers (Mantis is 
one) to hoe the area. A vertical root barrier may help if the plants you are trying to 
keep from crossing the line have underground running roots. Cindy, listening 
today, will tell you how totally ineffective it is against over-the-ground creepers like 
ground ivy/creeping charley (Glechoma hederacea). 

Sonja Nikkila : It can be hard to get the root barrier set the way you want (especially if 
there are sunk fence posts disrupting the line), but it does help a little bit. Just 
awkward to get in around an existing structure. 

 
 


